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ABSTRACT

The rapid progress in quantum information processing leads to a rising demand for devices to control the propagation of electromagnetic
wave pulses and to ultimately realize universal and efficient quantum memory. While in recent years, significant progress has been made to
realize slow light and quantum memories with atoms at optical frequencies, superconducting circuits in the microwave domain still lack such
devices. Here, we demonstrate slowing down electromagnetic waves in a superconducting metamaterial composed of eight qubits coupled to
a common waveguide, forming a waveguide quantum electrodynamics system. We analyze two complementary approaches, one relying on
dressed states of the Autler–Townes splitting and the other based on a tailored dispersion profile using the qubits tunability. Our time-
resolved experiments show reduced group velocities of down to a factor of about 1500 smaller than in vacuum. Depending on the method
used, the speed of light can be controlled with an additional microwave tone or an effective qubit detuning. Our findings demonstrate high
flexibility of superconducting circuits to realize custom band structures and open the door to microwave dispersion engineering in the quan-
tum regime.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0122003

In the light of quantum information processing achieving control
over the speed of light in artificially structured media, slowing it down
and eventually stopping the light, has recently regained attention. This
functionality is of vital importance for the realization of long-living
quantummemories1 and for controlling and synchronizing the flow of
information.2 One of the most prominent techniques to realize slow
light is based on electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT)—a
quantum interference effect between different excitation pathways,
rendering an otherwise opaque medium transparent and creating a
steep dispersion profile.3 Early demonstrations of slow light in EIT
media involved vapors of sodium4 and rubidium atoms,5 followed by
further experiments with cold atoms coupled to nanofibers,6 and even-
tually by the demonstration of a highly efficient quantum memory.7 A
promising candidate beyond atoms to observe these effects is super-
conducting qubits in the context of cavity-free waveguide quantum
electrodynamics (wQED). The observation of resonance florescence
revealed that even single qubits can have strong coupling to propagate
electromagnetic waves and show extinction coefficients close to
unity.8,9 First demonstrations of the single-qubit Autler–Townes split-
ting (ATS) with ladder-type three-level systems,9,10 showcased their

potential suitability for the EIT-related applications. However, it was
subsequently argued that in these experiments, the EIT regime was
not unambiguously reached.11

More recently, focus shifted toward multi-qubit systems with
infinite range interactions,12,13 super- and subradiant polaritonic exci-
tations,13–16 collective ATS,14 topological edge states,17,18 creation of
non-classical light,19 proposals for superconducting quantum memo-
ries,20 and quantum metameterials.21,22 Even though superconducting
wQED systems can match the requirements of large optical depth and
high coherence,23 slow light has been so far realized only in the context
of classical waveguides.24 These devices are passive without the possi-
bility to in situ control the speed of light and to ultimately realize a
quantummemory protocol.

Here, we experimentally demonstrate a first realization of slow
light in a superconducting wQED system consisting of eight locally
tunable transmon qubits coupled to a one-dimensional waveguide.
We engineer the required flatband structure by using qubits directly as
controllable dispersive elements. First, we consider the standard case
of dressed state based slow light and demonstrate that even in the case
of imperfect EIT, where the physics is merely governed by the ATS, a
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moderate retardation of the group velocities by a factor down to
1500 compared to vacuum can be achieved. Second, we engineer a
similar band structure based on detuned collective resonances of
the participating qubits. This allows for three times larger efficien-
cies of the slow-light medium. The demonstrated slow light effect
can be used for a fixed-delay quantum memory in superconducting
wQED and paves way to more general applications such as on
demand storage-and-retrieval memory for quantum information
processing.

The qubit metamaterial presented in this work consists of eight
superconducting transmon qubits,25 capacitively coupled to the mode
continuum of a coplanar waveguide, see Fig. 1(a). Each qubit has an
integrated SQUID loop and is thereby individually tunable between 3
and 8GHz by applying local magnetic flux via a flux bias line. We ful-
fill the metamaterial limit of sub-wavelength dimensions by choosing
a dense qubit spacing of d ¼ 400 l m, which corresponds to a fraction
of the light wavelength k with the phase delay of u ¼ 2p

k d ¼ 0:05
�0:16. As shown in former works, in such a setting the qubits obtain
an infinite-range photon-mediated effective interaction, which is
almost exclusively of collective dissipative nature.12,13 For a detailed
study of the mode structure of this metamaterial, its super- and subra-
diant polaritonic excitations, we guide the reader to Ref. 14. Figure
1(b) shows the first three ladder-type energy levels of the transmon
qubits. If the 2! 1 transition is driven with a microwave control tone
with the amplitude (Rabi-strength) Xc, these levels hybridize and split
into two dressed states separated by Xc, forming the ATS.26 For our
experiments, we use the ATS of the individual qubits to calibrate the

absolute value of the control power Pc ¼ X2
c

4C10
�hxc

27 (see the supple-
mentary material). With reference to a weak probe tone and assuming
a / exp ð�ixtÞ time dependence, the reflection coefficient of a single
qubit is given by10

r ¼ � C10

2 c10 � iðx� x10Þ½ � þ X2
c

2c20 � 2iðx� x10 þ xc � x21Þ

: (1)

The corresponding transmission coefficient is given by t ¼ 1þ r, ref-
erenced in this article as element of the scattering matrix S21ðxÞ. Here,
the qubits are strongly coupled to the waveguide, ensuring a multi-
mode Purcell limited average relaxation rate of C10=2p ¼ 12MHz.
The average decoherence rate of the 1! 0 transition is c10=2p
¼ ðC10=2þ CnrÞ=2p ¼ 6:9MHz with Cnr accounting for pure
dephasing and radiative losses to unguided modes. The corresponding
average decoherence rate of the 2! 0 transition is c20=2p
¼ 6:9MHz, which is here by coincidence the same value. We note
that this rate is in agreement with other experiments with supercon-
ducting qubits,10,28 significantly higher than that of cold atoms.3 The
increased rate is due to the ladder-type level structure of the transmon,
where it can be shown that c20 > C21=2 always holds.

29 This necessar-
ily leads to imperfect EIT since the associated dark state obtains a finite
lifetime.3 The corresponding implications for the creation of slow light
are discussed in the following paragraph. The expected band structure
for the metamaterial in the lossless case (Cnr ¼ 0; c20 ¼ 0) based on
Eq. (1) for different values of Xc is shown in Fig. 1(c). The expected
group velocity of light vg ¼ dx

dk in the center band strongly depends on
the control tone strength Xc. In the regime of small Xc, the slope of
the band is almost flat, giving rise to slowing down the electromagnetic
waves in the waveguide.

In order to create a slow-light medium, the qubits are consecu-
tively tuned to a common resonance frequency x10=2p ¼ 7:812GHz
in the vicinity of the qubits’ upper sweet spot. A continuous micro-
wave control tone is applied, driving resonantly the 2! 1 transition
at the frequency xc=2p ¼ 7:533GHz and Rabi-strength Xc. Figure 2
shows the collective ATS, for N¼ 7 resonant qubits. For low control

FIG. 1. (a) Microscopic image of the eight qubit metamaterial with local flux bias
lines. Both signal and control tone propagate along the central waveguide. (b)
Ladder-type level structure of the employed transmon qubits and the relevant radia-
tive relaxation (C10; C21) and decoherence rates (c20; c10). If the control tone is
resonant with the 2! 1 transition, the first transmon level hybridizes, creating the
Autler–Townes splitting. (c) Calculated band structure of the metamaterial in the
lossless limit for different control Rabi-strengths Xc. Light blue shaded areas indi-
cate bandgaps. The effective group velocity vg in the center band strongly depends
on Xc.

FIG. 2. (a) Collective ATS of seven resonant qubits in dependence on control tone
power Pc. For Pc > �125 dBm, a transparency window with finite transmission
emerges around the resonance frequency x10 (black dashed line). The red dashed
line is a fit to the expected splitting of Xc=2p. Purple dotted lines mark a minimal
bandwidth of 1=r ¼ 20MHz of the transparency window for time-domain experi-
ments with r ¼ 50 ns pulses. (b) Absolute value and phase of the complex trans-
mission coefficient S21 for Pc ¼ �122 dBm. Black dotted lines are fits to a transfer-
matrix model. The effective expected group velocity vg is anti-proportional to the
slope of ArgðS21Þ at x10.
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powers Pc ! 0, only a single bandgap of strongly suppressed trans-
mission above x10 is present, which gradually splits for higher Xc into
two separate bandgaps, with a transparency window of finite transmis-
sion opening up in between [compare band structure calculation in
Fig. 1(c)]. It is noted that due to the finite system size, the observed
bandgap Dx is smaller than for the infinite case Dx=2p ¼ C10c

x10d
=2p

� 76MHz. A more detailed discussion on finite size effects is provided
in Ref. 14. In this region, the phase of the complex transmission coeffi-
cient Arg ðS21ðxÞÞ features a steep roll-off [Fig. 2(b)], indicating low
group velocities. The observed transmission coefficient is in agreement
with a numerical transfer-matrix calculation,14,30 which takes into
account a cable resonance caused by impedance mismatches in the
cryostat wiring. Due to the aforementioned large 2! 0 decoherence
rate c20 � c10, the expected sharp EIT feature at x10 with near unity
transmission for small Xc is smeared out, and transmission is reduced.
The expected effective group velocity vg of a signal sent through the
transparency window can be calculated from the phase gradient20,30

vg ¼
1

ðN � 1Þd
dArgðS21ðxÞÞ

dx

� ��1����
x¼x10

: (2)

The traversal time s ¼ ðN � 1Þd=vg of a pulse through the
medium with N¼ 7 qubits inferred from the spectroscopic data of
Fig. 2(a) at x ¼ x10 is shown in Fig. 3(b). In good agreement with the
numerical transfer-matrix model, the expected traversal time, or

conversely, the effective group index ng, can be tuned over a large
range with the applied control power Pc. In contrast to the textbook
case of EIT in the limit of c20 � 0, where s / 1=X2

c diverges for small
Xc,

3 we observe s approaching a maximum of 15ns (ng � 1900) at
Pc � �124 dBm before it decreases again for even lower control tone
strengths. A similar behavior was observed in room temperature vapor
of 4He.31 An analytical expression for the expected delay sðx10Þ in the
case of a resonant control tone can be found from the effective disper-
sion relation ðkdÞ2 � u2 � 2vu with v ¼ ir

1þr and u ¼ x
c d:

32

sðx10;XcÞ �

ðN � 1ÞC10ð2X2
c � 8c220Þ

ðð4c10 � 2C10Þc20 þ X2
cÞ

2 ; u� v;

ðN � 1ÞC10ð2X2
c � 8c220Þ

ðð4c10 � 2C10Þc20 þ X2
cÞ

3=2

ffiffiffiffi
u
p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
8C10c20

p ; u� v:

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(3)

Figure 3(b) shows both asymptotes of Eq. (3), corresponding to
the strong and weak Rabi-strength Xc regime (u� v; u� v). In the
limit of c20 ! 0, the condition u� v is always fulfilled, and the cor-
responding sðx10;XcÞ is reduced to the formulas of textbook EIT.3 In
this case. we find good agreement between the measured delays and
Eq. (3). In the opposite limit u� v, only qualitative agreement is
observed. The systematic offset to the measured data is rooted in the
band structure calculation of Eq. (3), which assumes an infinite meta-
material deviates, in particular, for small Xc. More details on the deri-
vation of sðx10;XcÞ are provided in the supplementary material.
Formally, EIT and ATS should be treated as two distinct, but closely
related phenomena: EIT is a destructive Fano-type interference effect
between two excitation pathways, which can only occur if Xc < nc10,
smoothly transitioning to the ATS-regime for Xc > nc10, with two
independent resonances of the dressed state doublet.11 The coefficient
n ¼ ðN2 � 1Þu=3 is the approximate width of the bandgap for a finite
system with N < p=u � 20 qubits in units of c10. In this work, due to
large c20, the accessible control strengths are in the transient regime
Xc � nc10. Here, a quantitative method to distinguish between ATS
and EIT based on Akaike’s information criterion of Ref. 11 cannot
directly be applied to the measured data, since it features an asymmet-
ric line shape due to the microwave background. Using the method
for the calculated single-qubit splitting based on Eq. (1) in conjunction
with the experimentally extracted qubit decoherence rates yields that
the observed line shape is by almost 100% certainty described by the
ATS (not shown).

We have verified the spectroscopically inferred time delays s in
pulsed time-domain measurements by using an FPGA-based hetero-
dyne microwave setup (see the supplementary material). Here, we
generated Gaussian pulses of width r ¼ 50 ns at resonant center-
frequency x10 with a continuously applied control tone at frequency
x21 and strength Xc. The pulse amplitude is kept at the single photon
level (Pp < �hx10C10) in order to prevent saturation of the qubits. The
digitized transmitted pulses for different control tone strengths are
shown in Fig. 3(a). By fitting Gaussians to the measured data, we
extracted the temporal position of each pulse center. The extracted
pulse arrival times were compared to a reference pulse, measured in
the case of far detuned qubits, thus giving access to the pulse delay s.
The delays measured in this way are presented in Fig. 3(b) showing
good agreement with the spectroscopically inferred data and numeric.

FIG. 3. (a) Envelope of the detected Gaussian pulses in the time domain for differ-
ent control tone powers Pc of the N¼ 7 qubit ATS. The pulses are generated with
a center frequency of x10 ¼ 7:812GHz and width r ¼ 50 ns, corresponding to
the center of the transparency window. For better visibility, the pulses are com-
pressed by a factor of 20, where their maximum remains at the original position. (b)
Experimentally extracted delays from pulsed and spectroscopic measurements in
dependence on control power Pc. Pulse delays of up to 12 ns (15 ns in spectros-
copy) were achieved, corresponding to the reduction in the group velocity of 1500
(1900) compared to the speed of light in vacuum.
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Due to the finite spectral width 1=r ¼ 20MHz of the Gaussian pulses
[indicated by dashed purple lines in Fig. 2(a)] and that of the transpar-
ency window, the maximal accessible delay here is limited to
s � 12 ns (ng � 1500). In qualitative agreement with the transmission
measurement data of Fig. 2(a), the amplitude of the measured pulses
becomes smaller when reducing the control tone amplitude. This effect
is most prominent in the sector of large delays; however, exactly here a
high transmission is desired to realize an efficient quantum memory
protocol.33 At maximal delay, the efficiency, i.e., the energy ratio of the
transmitted and reference pulse, is about 16%. Due to small average
delay-bandwidth products of 0.2, the device under investigation appears
suitable for a fixed-delay quantummemory,34 rather than a general pur-
pose on-demand storage procedure, where the pulse has to fit spatially
completely into the metamaterial for high storage efficiency.33 Reducing
the decoherence rate c20 would allow for significantly larger group indi-
ces and improve the bandwidth-delay product toward values larger than
unity. Experimentally, this can be achieved by employing K-type three-
level systems such as flux- or fluxonium qubits.20

As pointed out by Shen et al.,35 ATS-like band structures can be
realized not only by dressed states but also equivalently by two
detuned distinct resonances coupled to the same mode continuum.
For this approach, which we call dispersion engineering, neither a third
qubit level nor an additional microwave control tone is required. Here,
we use the individual qubit frequency control to tune every second
qubit to a frequency f1 and every other qubit to f2, creating two collec-
tive four-qubit resonances. The frequency f2 ¼ 7:882GHz is kept con-
stant throughout the experiment, while the frequency f1 of the other
four qubits is varied. The transmission S21 [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)] resem-
bles that of the dressed state ATS in Fig. 2; the main ATS feature, being
a transparency window with a steep phase roll-off between two bandg-
aps, is intact. Since the large c20 has no influence on the first two trans-
mon levels, the brightest of the collective four qubit subradiant states
are visible as pronounced peaks several MHz below f1 and f2

14 [com-
pare Fig. 4(b)]. The observed line shape is in good agreement with a
numerical transfer matrix calculation. The pulse delays s and effective
group indices ng, calculated from Arg ðS21ðxÞÞ with Eq. (2) with
respect to the frequency f1, are shown in Fig. 4(c). Since the phase in
the transparency window shows a varying slope, an average of the
slope in a bandwidth of 10MHz around the center is used to estimate
s. Analogously to the previous paragraph, we use Gaussian pulses with
r ¼ 50 ns to directly measure and validate the expected pulse delay s.
The center frequency is adjusted close to ðf1 þ f2Þ=2 for each trace.
Figure 4(c) compares the delay s of pulsed and spectroscopic measure-
ments with numerical results from a transfer-matrix model. Here, we
find delays up to s ¼ 17 ns, corresponding to group indices of
ng ¼ 1850, which is comparable to the group indices found in the
dressed-state ATS case for a similar splitting between the dressed
states. In contrast to the ATS measurement, we achieve an efficiency
of �45–50%, as the transmittance of the transparency window is
solely limited by the non-radiative decoherence Cnr and not influenced
by c20. This also implies potentially possible much higher delays for
narrower transparency windows. Even though the dispersion-
engineered approach lacks the possibility of fast and simple control via
an additional microwave tone in contrast to the ATS, it can be used as
a fixed delay quantum memory and showcases the ability to tailor the
band structure on demand in superconducting wQED. For further
studies, one can think of more complex band structures going beyond

the capabilities of the ATS, e.g., engineering several spectral regions of
different group indices, referred to as multi-color slow light.36

In this work, we demonstrated slow light in a superconducting
waveguide QED system. A metamaterial consisting of eight densely
spaced transmon qubits was used to engineer a band structure with a
flat dispersion profile to obtain reduced group velocities of electromag-
netic waves. Using the well-known dressed-state ATS, we observed
group velocities reduced by a factor of down to 1500, both in spectro-
scopic and direct time-resolved pulsed measurements. The maximum
achievable delay and efficiency is limited by the strong dephasing of the
2! 0 transition, which is inherent to ladder-type three-level systems.
Moreover, we demonstrated slow light with a tailored band structure
based on distinct detuned collective resonances of the qubits. At compa-
rable retardation, we observed three times larger efficiencies, not limited
by large c20. The demonstrated slow-light metamaterial can be
employed as a fixed-delay quantum memory or a tunable pulse retarder
to synchronize pulses in quantum information processors. Based on our
proof-of principle experiment, further improvements which signifi-
cantly ameliorate the device performance can be made. A similar meta-
material based on flux or fluxonium qubits, which feature a K-type level
structure, is expected to reach the EIT regime and may ultimately realize
a general purpose and on-demand superconducting quantummemory.

FIG. 4. (a) Absolute transmission jS21j for two collective four-qubit resonances at
frequencies f1 and f2. The frequency is alternated between neighboring qubits along
the waveguide. The black dashed line marks the center of the transparency win-
dow. The purple dashed lines indicate the bandwidth of the 50 ns Gaussian pulses.
(b) Transmission for a fixed detuning f2 � f1 ¼ 32 MHz. The sharp peaks next to
the bandgaps correspond to subradiant four-qubit states. The steep phase roll-off
between the resonances indicates a low group velocity. Black dashed lines are fits
to a numerical transfer matrix model. (c) Experimentally extracted delays from
pulsed and spectroscopic measurements in dependence on frequency f1. Pulse
delays up to 17 ns, corresponding to retardation factors of 1850, are achieved.
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See the supplementary material for additional information on
qubit characterization, the experimental setup, power calibration, and
band structure calculations.
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